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In  a recent statement,  US government officials  finally admitted that the country helped to
build  and  maintain  biolaboratories  on  Ukrainian  soil  over  the  last  two  decades.  The
declaration comes from the Pentagon,  which reinforces  the military  importance of  the
program  of  biolabs  abroad.  However,  US  officials  still  insist  on  the  evidently  fallacious
narrative  that  the  laboratories  were  intended  for  “peaceful”  use.

In an online statement on Thursday, June 9, US Defense Department’s representatives  said
that Washington has been involved in the activities of 46 biolabs within Ukrainian territory,
whose objectives, according to them, would be to act cooperatively with local experts in
order to improve Ukraine’s biological safety and human and animal health.

“The United States has also worked collaboratively to improve Ukraine’s  biological
safety, security, and disease surveillance for both human and animal health, providing
support to 46 peaceful Ukrainian laboratories, health facilities, and disease diagnostic
sites over the last two decades (…) “This work, often conducted in partnership with
outside organizations, such as the WHO and the World Organization for Animal Health
(OIE),  has resulted in  safer  and more effective disease surveillance and detection (…)
Ukrainian scientists have acted consistent with international best practices and norms
in publishing research results, partnering with international colleagues and multilateral
organizations,  and  widely  distributing  their  research  and  public  health  findings”,
Pentagon’s  spokespersons  said.

The representatives  also  emphasized that  there  was no research being carried out  in
Ukraine involving the use of nuclear, chemical, or biological weapons. In this sense, the use
of the biolabs would be restricted to activities related to the search for peaceful medical
knowledge and without any military purpose, which seems contradictory, considering that
there  were  US  military  personnel  operating  in  these  facilities,  such  as  in  all  US
biolaboratories in other countries.
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In fact, if the function of the biolabs really existed only in a non-military way, the units could
be managed by civilian institutions of the US government, instead of having the active
participation of the armed forces and intelligence agencies. Furthermore, in this case, the
American health authorities would be the ones called upon by the government to provide
public clarification on the case, not the Pentagon. In the current conjuncture, the American
authorities seem to contradict themselves successively, unable to hide the obvious truth
that the country was producing biomedical research of a military nature in Ukraine.

In addition, the security policy surrounding the research carried out there raises suspicions
about its possible peaceful use. Although in the statement it is claimed that the US acted in
partnership with Ukrainian and international organizations, there was no publicity of data on
the results of research in these units. In fact, the very existence of the laboratories had
previously been denied by some American authorities – although some specific people, such
as  the  Undersecretary  Victoria  Nuland,  have  also  admitted,  showing  how  there  are
continuous contradictory statements by the US government.

It seems that in the current situation, after Russia has exposed so much data about the
clandestine  activities  of  such  labs  and  their  supporters,  there  is  no  longer  any  way
Washington can deny the existence of the activities, so it tries to maintain damage control
through a “partial confession”, admitting the existence but denying the use for production of
biological weapons.

Furthermore, even if we consider all the Pentagon’s statements true, many questions will
remain  unanswered.  The  sources  of  funding  for  the  laboratories,  according  to  data
presented by the Russians, involved a wide network of private agents, including Big Pharma
companies, such as Pfizer and Moderna, and Hunter Biden himself, son of the US president,
known worldwide for carrying out illegal activities in Ukraine. None of this has been clarified
by the Pentagon or any other American authority so far.

In addition, by not answering about private funding sources, the US government raises even
more suspicions on the possible biological  weapons research. It  is  true that there was
American public money applied in the operations of the biolabs, but Russia denounces the
existence of private investments that have not been recognized by the US so far. This
means that there were at least two sources of funding for such activities. One of these
sources  was  the  US  government  itself,  which  supposedly  financed  peaceful  biomedical
research, while the other source, which involves pharmaceutical companies and corrupt
agents,  remains  unofficial  and,  consequently,  without  clear  purposes.  Certainly,  it  was the
private source that financed illegal research with bioweapons, which could not be included
in official US state accounting documents. There are many questions Washington has yet to
answer.
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